THE NAZARENES
In the Acts of the Apostles the followers
of Jesus Christ term themselves in different ways: brothers (1:15); believers (2:44);
disciples (6:1); holy ones (9:13). But we find
in the same book other two names, used
by outsiders, to label them: Christians
(11:26) and Nazarenes (24:5). The origin of
these designations is quite clear; each of
them derives from one of Jesus’ titles: the
Christ (= the Messiah, i.e. the “Anointed
One”) and the Nazarene (= coming from
Nazareth; even though the term is often
confused with Nazorean or Nazarite). Both
of these designations most probably had,
at the origin, a pejorative sense (see the
phrase used in Acts 24:5 “the sect of the
Nazarenes”); but this did not prevent the
diffusion of them, so much so that they
became the common titles used to identify the disciples of Christ respectively inside (Christians) and outside (Nazarenes)
the borders of the Byzantine Empire.
Christians little by little lost its derogatory
nuance and imposed itself across the
whole world as the main designation for
the followers of Jesus. Nazarenes, instead,
has kept its negative shade up to the present day: in Muslim countries, it is often
used as a kind of insult; Christians have
never employed it as a self-designation,
even because it is utilized to identify
them in the Quran (thus preferring to
resort to the Arabic equivalent of Christian, namely Masîḥî). Naṣârâ (= Nazarenes)
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The Annunciation of the Lord
Et Verbum caro factum est

et habitavit in nobis

has come to the fore again recently,
when ISIS militants began to target
Christians in Syria and Iraq, marking their houses with a nun ). This
has caused a widespread movement
of solidarity, especially through the
social media: We are all Nazarenes!

Happy New Year!

That is why, as we had to choose a
title for the newsletter of the Mission, we thought to name it Nasara.
We are Nazarenes, and we are proud
of it! To be sure, we are not native
Afghan Christians; we are just alien
Christians temporarily living in
Afghanistan; but we like to call ourselves with that politically incorrect term.
When, two years ago, I arrived in
Afghanistan as the new Ecclesiastical Superior of the Catholic Mission, I intended to set up a website,
so as to give visibility to the presence of the Catholic Church in this
country. Then security reasons
counseled to give up the plan. But
the desire and the need for a connection instrument had remained
and resulted in the decision of preparing a newsletter. This has the
advantage of being a targeted means
of information (and such it should
remain for the above-mentioned
security reasons).
Nasara is a newsletter without pretension: it just intends to be a
means of communication among
the members of the Afghan Catholic Community and with friends
around the world. Even the number
of its pages is on purpose limited to
four, so that it can be easily printed
on one A3 sheet folded in half. I do
not know with what frequency this
newsletter will be issued. For the
time being, we can say: whenever it
will be necessary. Then we will see
how things shape up, and we will
decide. We start this new adventure
on the solemnity of the Lord’s Annunciation, which is the beginning
of the world’s redemption. Let us
hope it may be auspicious for us.
We put this newsletter under the
patronage of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, the “Morning Star.” May she
always protect our little flock!
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The INDEPENDENT MISSION OF AFGHANISTAN (Missio sui
juris Afghanistaniensis) is a jurisdiction of the Roman Catholic Church, immediately subject to the Holy See, covering the whole territory of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. It is a “particular church”—that is to say, a portion
of the people of God—likened to a Diocese (Can. 368).
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373). It was established by the Holy See on the 16th of
May, 2002 and entrusted to the care of the ORDER OF
CLERICS REGULAR OF SAINT PAUL—BARNABITES
(CRSP). It is presided by an Ecclesiastical Superior
(Superior ecclesiasticus), who acts as the Local Ordinary
(Can. 134 §2).

